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NRC position on power plant reliability issue.

Mr'. W. Donham Crawford· s 1etter (Enclosure 1) notes
EEl concern over the memorandum of December 2, 1974
b)' Dr. Triner to L. Manning Muntzing concerning
rel i abi 1ity which was the subject of an item in the
Ne!w York Times on March 9, 1975. Mr. Crawford
vel unteered to arrange for a group of Uti1i ty
Malnagers to discuss their activities regarding
re1i abi1i ty .

CI:llII1Iissioner Action Paper 75-178 circulated a reply
which implied some support of Dr. Triner's position.

This redraft (Enclosure 2) takes a more neutral
position and responds positively to EEl offer of a
NRC/EEl meeting on the subject •
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Hon William A Anders, Chairman
U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717 H Street, N W
Washington, 0 C 20555

Dear Mr Chairman

In the March 9, 1975 issue of the New York Times, an
article written by David Burnham stated that a Nuclear Regula
tory Commission study concluded that utilities are not suffi
ciently concerned about the safety and performance of their
nuclear reactors. While it appears that Mr Burnham accurately
reflected what Dr Trin,er's report said about utility companies'
attitudes toward reactor reliability, we believe Dr Triner's
conclusions are entirely erroneous in this regard. Despite
Mr Burnham's commentary, we find nothing in Dr Triner's report
to suggest that he was critical of the utility i~dustry on
safety matters.

Although we understand that Dr Triner's memorandum does
not represent the o f f i.c LaL position of NRC, we are concerned that
the article will imply that it does. Consequently, we wish to
comment on his observations regarding the utility industry's
role in powe r plant reliability matters.

Often utilities rely on architect/engineers to provide
power plant design and construction services. In many instances,
the relationship betweEln a utility and its architect/engineer is
of such long standing t.ha t; each is intimately familiar with the
design and operating philosophy of the other. The utility con
siders t.ne archi tect/en9ineer as an extension of its own engineer
ing department and exercises control over the activities of the
arch1tect/engineer by reviewing layouts, specifications for major
equipment, costs and t.he like. These relationships provide an
economic and technically sound'method of designing and building
stearl-electric generating plants, particularly for small and
i'i<',~U,iDI1-size utility systems which cannot justify a large engineer
~.. '"1'-1 ri,,:,partment. We are not aware of any data which demonstrate
-""'::,t; »Lan t s designed and constructed under such arrangements are

Jess ~eliable than generating units built utilizing only the ser
of utility company personnel.

JO

You may wish to discuss the role of architect/engineers
wi. Lt. several such firms.. We believe they have a continuing inter
e st; in providing for reliable plant operations in their designs,
otherwise their reputat;")ns would suffer and further business
opportuni ties wo u l.d .ri.t.ed ,



H0r William 1\ Anders
P<l(Je ~2

Dr Triner has asserted that "it is advantageous for the
utilities to reduce front end costs even at the expense of accept
ing higher long-term operating and maintenance costs since the
latter can be passed on to the customer." This suggests that
Dr Triner is not familiar with the mahner in which utility regula
tory commissions carry out their responsibilities or with the atten
tion utilities pay to plant performance. While regulatory bodies
do not participate in the details of power plant design, they con
cern themselves with all costs upon which rates are based, includ
ing operating and mainbenance expenses. This is particularly true
at a time when utility :rates are increc:.sing due to rising costs of
every description.

Operability and maintainability are important criteria used
in developing power plant design. ~irst costs are not the only con
sideration. In additioll, throughout the life of an electric gener
ating unit efforts are rnade to improve plant oper~tions. The Edison
Electric Institute's Pr:bne Movers Committee provides one of the
principal means of aohLevi.nq this objective. At meetings of this
committee, utility engineers responsible for power plant design and
operations exchange information and experiences regarding plant per
formance. Through this forum, which j.s aided by the power plant
operatinf1 statistics avad.LabLe through the annual EEI Equipment
Availability Report, utility engineers develop modifications to plant
designs and to operatinq and'maintenance procedures in order to de
crease plant outages. Problems of a generic nature are promptly
brought to the attention of architect/engineers and appropriate
equipment manufacturers.. This procedure also involves· a feedback
for improving future plcmt and equ~pment design.

Primary responsibility for power plant reliability, both
fossil and nuclear, should continue to rest with the electric util
ity industry. Because of their operating experience, utilities are
best qualified to over-see the work of architect/engineers and equip
ment manufacturers to pr'ovf.de component and plant designs for maxi
mum reliability. The es·tablishment of nuclear power plant reliability
criteria by NRC is unneceasary and would undoubtedly result in addi
tional expense and delay in the construction of nuclear generating
units.

We would welcome an opportunity to arrange for a group of
1.1t j. LU:y managers with responsibilities for power plant design, con
.,:;.:::u..::'ion, and operations to meet with your staff to discuss our
rct.:..I.vi.t:ies regarding powez plant reliability, as well as our views
. :: mechods to further improve generating unit availability.

Sincerely yours

rce

)/;/L 1 ~--.~
W Donham Crawford
President



Mr. W. Donham Crawford, President
Edison Electric Institute
90 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10016

Dear Mr. Crawford:

Chairman Anders has asked me to thank you for your March 28, 1975,

letter to him in regard to the article in the March 9, 1975, issue of

the New York Times concerning an informal memorandum written to

L. Manning Muntzing, the Director of Regulation, U. S. Atomic Energy

Commission by Dr. Edward Triner, Director of the Office of Planning and

Analysis, DirectoratE! of Regulation.

In your letter, 'you expressed your views that the conclusions

reached by Dr. Triner regarding utility companies' attitutes toward

reactor reliability are erroneous. You also felt concern that the news

article implies that the NRC has taken an official position on this

matter. Your letter then went on to describe the efforts that the

util ities are making to assure rel iable and safe operation of nuclear

power plants and that" because of these efforts, NRC should not establish

nuclear power plant reliability criteria.,

Let me assure you that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission has not

taken an official position on this subject. The memorandum by Dr. Triner

represents his point of view. I have enclosed a copy of that memorandum

for. your information. The issues raised by Dr. Triner are important ones

affecting the interests of the general public as well as the public
I

ut i l i ty industry. However , as you can see, the issues and the reconmenda

tions were expressed iin general terms designed primarily to stimulate

further investigation and discussion.

ENCLOSIJItE 2.
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The staffs of the Commission1s various program offices are

currently evaluating the recommendations made in the memorandum. Before

taking any action in this area, the staff will undoubtedly want to seek

additional data and analyses from the general public and the utility

industry. Your offer to arrange for a group of utility managers with

responsibilities for power plant design t construction and operation to

visit with our staff to discuss their activities regarding power plant

reliability as well as additional views to improve generating unit

availability is thus a welcome and timely one. The NRC staff will

contact you by telephone to make further arrangements.

It may also be heneficial for you to meet at the same time with

ERDA and FEA. These two agencies have formed a Joint Task Force to

examine means of improving LWR availability. I shall provide ERDA and

FEA with copies of your letter and this response.

Sincerely,

Lee V. Gossick
Executive Director for Operations

Enclosure:
Memo by Dr. E. Triner



Dec~~ber 2, 1974

L. Manning Muntzing, Director of R29ulation

IM?RO'/ [~;G THE ;~~LIASlt.ITY OF NJCLSU pmlER PLANTS - A POINT OF VIEW

Reference is made to the rnc:?ti:~J yOJ ne:d on Friday afternoon, November
22, to discuss various aSpec:.s of the reliability.of nuclear power plants.
The foll O\·d n9 represents a po int of view that has. not had the benefit of
de~ailed analysis. Nonetheless, it does pull together a number of the
issues that need to be further considered in coming to grips with the
important area of improving nuclear plant reliabiJity. (1 am using the
tenn "frnpr-oved reliability" in a broad sense to mean increasing power'
generation rather than' a statistical definition of being able to predict
fa i 1ure \'Ji th a hi'gh ccnf'idence factor.)

The subject of improv'ing nucl ear power plant rel iabil ity is at once
controversial, technically and managerially challenging and fraught
"lith potential problems as might be expected in almost any new Regulatory
initiative that impacts industry. As can be seen by the attached article
(Attachment 1) from Nucleonics Heek, the subject of plant reliability
is beginning to be of considerable concern to the industry taking the
form of nuclear plant occupat tonal exposure. If for no other eason,
reliabi 1ity and its corol lary - maintainabil ity - need to be aggressively"
pursued by Regulation. The following is a discussion of pertinent aspects
of reliability for you:r consideratioh. '

, ,

Is Im;:roved Nuclear PO~'ler Plant Reliability in the Public Interest?

Frankly # I cannot thinlc of one argument against this concept. I'm sure
that the degree of rel tabfl ity achieved when traded off aga inst the cost
expended for each incremental reliability. gain would be the subject of cost
benef'i t analysis. Aside from the detailed economical assessment of
ir.~reased marginal utility, improving reliability has to have a beneficial
impact upon both safety and economics. An increase in average nuclear
power plant generation of 5~~ over the current 60% average capacity factor
could result in a net capital cost avoidance of approximately 50 million
dollars. Fewer power piants ;..:ould be needed to produce the same amount
of gen2ra~ion or, from a different point of view, a given number of nuclear
pc~~r p'ants senerating increased electrical output would reduce the
need frJ'; oil-fired plants. I believe there is general agreement that
';mproving the re l i ab t l i ty of nuclear power plants is clearly in the public
int~rest witn the prov·;so that careful assessment be mad? of the comparison
of incre~ental costz to increases in reliability.
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Who Should Be Concerned ~ith A~~ievina Enhanced Reliability?

It is apparent th~t th~ uti1it:es in the~r role as customers for
nuel ear power pl ants have prime respons tbfl ity for assuring that the
plants they pur-chase are both. safe and cost effective. The real ity,
nowever, is that without exter~al suasion, the likelihood of the utility
customer taking aggr'essive act-ion to tnpreve plant rel iao11 ity in the
near term is not vey'y great.. TEli's stems f.rom a number of reasons.

By and large, the utilities are not that sophisticated. There is no
evidence, for example, that they have· contractually imposed reliability
standards upon theft A-Es. Very few of the utilities exercise much
infl uence at a11 OVI~r the design process as it impacts rel iabil ity.

Utilities are also l"cluctant to incur additional design costs which would
increase the front end load upon their requirement to generate
construction capita"' .. There is no incentive for them to make a total
life cycle cost ana lys is that includes both design and construction cost
and the thirty or forty years of operating and maintenance cost. Instead
it is advantageous for the util ities to reduce front end costs even
at the expense of ac:c-pting nigher long term operating and maintenance
costs since the 1atter can be passed on to the consumer.

Similarly, the A-Es who are largely responsible for power plant design
have little mcenctve to consider increased reliability during the design
process. Their Interest is primarily short tern. Once a plant ts
constructed, the A-E: fade out of the picture. Except for a few- util i tfes,
like Duke Power, who not only design and build the plant as well as .
operate it, the organization responsible for design does not usually have
to 1ive \'lith the resul ts. Parenthetically, our very 1imited investigation
into this area seems to indicate that Duke Po~er, because of t~e all
inclusiveness of its responsibility for design, construction and operation,
is more concerned with the question of reliability than most other
utilities. They havE~ production engineers assigned as an integral part
of the design group.

The public utility ccmniss ions (PUC) have an interest in the cost to the
ccr:':.~r:2r of plant operation. They certainly should be interested in the'
question of how to make a plant more reliable and more efficient. The
fact is that t!";'2Y have litt1e or no influence upon the design process.
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Additionally, to my know ledqe , the appo intment of individuals to these
co~;ssicns is not nurmally based upon their technical knowledge of the
design and opere t ton of a power plant. In all-too-many instances the
quantity and qual itt of the s tafr.e ss tqned to this function \'1ithin the
state is inadequate. Should the puts become more concerned with improved
reliability and actively take the initiative in this area, they would
have to look to the Nuclear Regulatory Corrmission (NRC) to provide
guidance related to the design ofpdwer plants to achieve increased
reliability standa:r-ds.

Clearly, the FEA has an organizationai responsibility to improve energy
avai l abt l f ty. Hence, increased reliability of nuclear pm'/er plants should
be of considerable interest to them. 'Realistically, they do not have any
control over the nuclear po...ier plants and certainly have no way of
impacting design considerations without, similar to the PUCs, interacting
cilosely with the NRC.·

NRC has responsibility for the safety of nuclear'power plants along with
the public utf If t ies . ' Insofar as reliability is closely connected to
safety, the responstbt l tty of NRC is \o/e11 established. The question of
how active a position Regulation should take to improve plant reliability
arises as the connect i on between safety and rel iabi 1ity becomes more
t~nuous. Amost important issue that NRC needs to consider is whether,
ip its public interest role, NRC should more broadly interpret its mandate
tp influence the design of nuclear power plants to improve reliability to
iJ.lsure not only safety but more cost effective operation as well.

~lhat Should Be' the ftole o~ the NRC to Improve Nuclear Power Plants Reliability'~

. .
If 'tIe believe - as J finnly do - that the most significant impact upon
plant reliability C21n be achieved during the design phase, then the NRC has
p~obably the most important role to play of any Federal Agency in improving
n~clear power plant reliability. The NRC is the only agency that regulates
the design of nuc Ieer power plants. The contributory roles that could be
played by FPC, FEA dnd the PUCs could only be accomplished by some
as'reement \.!ith the NRC. Hence, regardl ess of the effort expended by
CJ:i~(:; ~overni71ent agencies having an interest in improved nuclear power
pl,ant re l ieb i l i ty, '~he NRC woul d necessarily be involved in order to enhance
the likelihood of success.

Wh~t Actions Can the ~RC Take?
I

Given that the ~RC is w111ing to take on this new initiative, and it is
detemir.ed to be in the NRCls mandate to do sci, there are a number of
st~ps that can be taken. All of these steps can be justified either within
our legislative responsibilities for safety or our requirement, to evaluate
the need for power.

/
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1. We could ex?and our program of failure data reporting by the utilities.
These data wou id be collected and analyzed by the NRC and a systematic
program developed to feed the results of this analysis back into the
design process. ~:here we find that parti~ components and systems are
developing historiE~s of failure, we would systematically force adjustments
by modifying design requirements.

2. We can work with the PUCs and educate them concerning the relationship
between design investment and opetating and maintenance costs. This could
result in the PUCs :influencing the utilities to impose upon A-Es contractual
requirements for improved reliability.

3. We could modify our application fonnat to include the requirement that
the util ities expl icitly identify the plans they have for assuring high
reliability. Hhile this tends more toward "ja~~boning" than the establish
ment of firm mandates', it would start identifying an area of interest that
over" some period of time would resu1t in improved sophistication on the
part of the ut i l t t'ies , Additionally~" at some point of time we could
establish criteriaclgainst which the utilities' reliability plans could
be evaluated. (This would lead us a\·tay from "jawboning" to a position
of exercising positive control.)

4, The illustration that is sometimes used of NASA developing high
reliability systems ts not immediately transferrable to the NRC since
N~SA was the tustomer whereas NRC is not. However, there are lessons that
can be learned if, as a Regulatory agency~ the NRC develops an active
program to transfer NASAls experience in reliability to the utilities.
This transfer of exper-ience can be done in connection with the action
proposed in paragraph 3. above.

5.' NRC could select"ively interact with officials of the public "utilities
as.vel l as with the architect and engineering companies to express our
interests in improved system reliability and solicit their ideas on the
subject. This could be fo l l owed by an industry wide wcrkshop to air the
q~~stion of improved reliability. Our approach to improving reliability
''':uuld take the form of public airing of the issues and by so doing
persuade the industry to take positive action.

Insu~mary, ;~proving the reliability of nuclear power plants is clearly
, in the public interest. While other government agencies including FEA,
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FPC, the State PUCs all have some share of the responsibil ity in
. improving the effic'rency and effectiveness of power plants, the NRC is
the single agency with the best front end leverage. A decision needs
to be made concerning how active a role NRC should take in executing its
responsibility for protecting the ~ublic interests. If protecting the
public interest is narrowly defined to mean only those aspects that are
directly relatable to safety and environment, then the actions \'Jelre
taking at present aloe probably adequate. If, however, publ ic interest.
is interpreted more broadly, then the NRC may wish to consider new
initiatives like those mentioned above to improve nuclear power plant
reliability. .

Edwin G. Triner, Director
Office of Program' Analysis _.
Regulation

Attachment:
Art; c1e fnn Nuc1eon;'cs Week
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